significantly in shape and surface structure [3] . In genMulticolor fluorescence in situ hybridization with a eral, Xa territories exhibited a larger, more fuzzy surwhole chromosome composite probe for the X-chromo-face and appeared flatter than the Xi territories, which some and microdissection probes for the Xp and Xq showed a rounder shape and apparently smoother surarms, as well as for the Xp terminal, Xq terminal, and face structure. The reason for this shape and surface X centromer specific subregional probes, was applied structure difference has not been elucidated so far. A to three-dimensional (3D) preserved human female possible explanation is derived from a hypothesis proamniotic fluid cell nuclei. Confocal laser scanning mi-vided by Walker et al. [4]. These authors performed croscopy and three-dimensional image analysis dem-fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) experiments onstrated distinctly separated Xp arm and Xq arm do-with Xpter and Xqter specific probes in hybrid cell lines mains. 3D distance measurements revealed a high containing either an active or an inactive human Xvariability of intrachromosomal distances between chromosome. They noted an association of pter-qter Xpter, Xcen, and Xqter specific probes within both X ends in Xi territories but not in Xa territories and proterritories. A 3D distance measurement error of {70 posed that the associations between Xp-and Xq-tenm was found in control experiments using quartz lomeric regions cause a looped structure of the Xi terriglass microspheres labeled with different fluoro-tory.
INTRODUCTION
of interphase nuclei were recorded with confocal laser scanning microscopy. After signal segmentation 3D disChromosomes occupy distinct territories in in-tances between the signals in each X territory and the terphase nuclei (for a review see [1] ). However, very angles between Xpter, Xcen, and Xqter were deterlittle is known about the internal structure of these mined. Control 3D distance measurements between the chromosome territories. The two X-chromosomes in fe-intensity gravity centers of adjacent quartz glass male mammalian cell nuclei provide an opportunity spheres of different color with known diameter reto compare the three-dimensional organization of two vealed an error below 0.1 mm. Our results do not suphomologous chromosome territories with distinctly dif-port the hypothesis that Xpter and Xqter associations ferent genetic activities (for review see [2] ). In a previ-could explain the rounder shape of Xi territories. Chroous study we demonstrated that the inactive and active mosome arm painting with microdissection probes [5] X-chromosome territories (Xi and Xa) in human amni-demonstrated distinctly separated p-and q-arm dootic fluid cell nuclei have similar volumes but differ mains in both X-chromosome territories. (Xpter YACs, arrowhead) , blue (Xqter YAC, arrow), white/light blue (Xcen probe). Note that Xpter and Xqter colocalize in neither territory and both Xpter-Xqter distances are longer than 2 mm. Bar Å 5 mm. (b, c) Views of 3D reconstructions of the two X territories of the nucleus in (a) from above (b) and below (c). False colors represent: gray (centromeric heterochromatin), green (Xpter YAC) , blue (Xqter YAC). The shape and surface area parameters of the territories (not shown) indicate that the left territory is Xa. In the inset in (b) a transparent visualization of the Xi territory demonstrates that most of the chromatin delineated by the Xpter YACs is located in the chromosome territory interior, whereas the other subregional probes are located at the periphery of the segmented territories. (d) 3D reconstructions of the Xa (left) and the Xi territories (right) from another nucleus (No. 10 in Fig 5) . In this example the Xpter-Xqter distance is larger in Xi than in Xa. False colors are used as above. meabilization steps were essential to obtain a strong decoration of with rabbit anti-FITC (Dakopatts, Glottrup, DK) and goat anti-rabbit FITC antibodies (Sigma, Deisenhofen, Germany). The biotin-labeled the respective chromosomal targets in multicolor FISH experiments. To preserve the three-dimensional nuclear topography as much as pBSX and Xq-arm probes were detected with avidin-TRITC or avidin-FITC, respectively (Vector Laboratories, Heidelberg, Germany). One possible, air drying was carefully avoided during fixation, in situ hybridization, and detection procedures.
round of signal amplification was performed as described [14] . Digoxigenin-labeled probes were detected with a mouse anti-digoxigenin DNA probes. Yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) clones yWXD2540, antibody (Sigma) followed by either goat anti-mouse Cy5 (Xqter YAC) yWXD2539, and yWXD2542, which map to the distal part of the or sheep anti-mouse Cy3 (Xp-arm probe; both antibodies from Jackpseudoautosomal region (PAR) at Xp22.3, were kindly provided by son Immuno Research Laboratories, Hamburg, Germany). Slides Dr. David Schlessinger (Washington University, St. Louis, MO). Towere counterstained with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochlogether these YACs form a contig spanning 700 kb. yWXD2540 is ride (Serva) and mounted in 0.1% 1,4-phenylendiamine dihydrochlonearest to the telomere, spanning the STS DXYS129 and from there ride in 90% glycerol [15] . Nuclei with neighboring X-chromosome about 100 kb toward the telomere (D. Schlessinger, personal commuterritories were excluded from further evaluation because of either nication). DXYS129 is about 210 kb from the telomere [7] ; thus the the impossibility of defining the individual territories (four-color distance between the contig and the telomere repeat sequence can FISH) or the uncertain assignment of individual signals to a particube estimated as 110 kb. YAC yWXD2107 maps to the second PAR lar chromosome territory (three-color FISH). in Xq28. This YAC has an insert of 300 kb and hybridizes to TelBam 3.4 [8] , a clone spanning telomere repeats and a sequence 3.4 kb
Model experiments with quartz glass spheres. Two types of colloiproximal from the repeat [9] . For convenience, we refer to these dal quartz glass spheres consisting of a nonfluorescent shell around a YACs as Xpter and Xqter YACs, respectively. DNA was isolated and fluorescent glass core were kindly provided by Alfons van Blaaderen the human inserts of the YACs were amplified with Alu-PCR using (Utrecht, The Netherlands). The spheres were manufactured using standard procedures [10] . The alphoid DNA probe pXBR delineates a crystal growth process resulting in the central localization of the the X centromeric region [11, 12] and is referred to as the Xcen fluorescent core. The variability of the radii of both types of spheres probe. A chromosome specific plasmid library from sorted human Xwas less than 11 nm. Type I spheres had a radius of 526 nm and chromosomes (pBSX) was kindly provided by Dr. J. Gray (University contained a fluorescent core with a radius of 200 nm exhibiting the of California, San Francisco). In chromosome in situ suppression fluorochrome FITC [16] . Type II spheres had a radius of 208 nm and (CISS) hybridization experiments (see below) this probe strongly dec-contained a core with a radius of 100 nm exhibiting the fluorochrome orates entire mitotic X-chromosomes from pter to qter. Only the rhodamine isothiocyanate (RITC) [17] . Clusters of tightly packed centromeric region remains mostly unstained due to signal suppres-FITC-and RITC-labeled glass spheres were dried on standard cover sion by an excess of cot1-DNA. Libraries established from microdis-slips or object slides and mounted in Vectashield mounting medium sected p-and q-arms of the X-chromosome were kindly provided by (Vector). This procedure resulted in three-dimensional clusters with Drs. Jeff Trent and Paul Meltzer (NIH, Bethesda, MD). These librarfrequently touching RITC and FITC spheres [18] (Fig. 2) . The disies were previously shown to paint specifically the respective chromo-tances between pairs of touching spheres of different color were desome arms [5] .
termined after correction for chromatic shift in the z-direction in two experiments. In the first experiment the spheres were attached to a Probe labeling, chromosomal in situ suppression hybridization, coverslip that was mounted in antifade medium on a glass slide ( Fig.  and probe detection. Nick translation of probes and CISS hybridiza-3). In the second experiment the spheres were attached directly to tion experiments were performed as described in detail elsewhere a glass slide and located approximately 9 mm below the coverslip [13] . Nucleotides coupled to the following dyes or haptens were used surface. A slightly larger deviation from the theoretical 3D distances for probe labeling: fluorescein isothiocyanate-12-dUTP (FITC), digoxwas expected for the second experiment than for the first experiment igenin-11-dUTP (digoxigenin), biotin-16-dUTP (biotin; all Boehsince the precision of distance measurements between two fluoresringer Mannheim, Mannheim, Germany), and tetramethylrhodacent objects decreases with increasing distance from the coverslip mine isothiocyanate-4-dUTP (TRITC; Amersham, Braunschweig, surface. Germany). Combinatorial probe labeling schemes were applied for Because the microscopic point spread function is more elongated multicolor FISH as follows: In four-color FISH experiments the hyin the axial direction [19] , the distance measurement error in the bridization mixtures contained 40 ng/ml of each of the three FITCaxial direction is higher than that in the lateral direction. Accordlabeled Xpter YACs, 140 ng/ml digoxigenin-labeled Xqter YAC, 2 ng/ ingly, the actual 3D distance measurement error is dependent on the ml of each FITC-labeled and digoxigenin-labeled Xcen probe, and 60 angle between the line through the intensity gravity centers of two ng/ml biotin-labeled X library. In three-color FISH experiments FITCsignals and its projection on the x, y-plane (parallel to the surface of and digoxigenin-labeled YACs were used in the same concentrations the coverglass or slide). If two signals are located on top of each together with 2 ng/ml TRITC-labeled Xcen probe. Chromosomal arm other the angle is 90Њ, resulting in the largest possible error. If two painting was carried out with hybridization mixtures containing 20 identically sized, touching spheres are attached side by side on the ng/ml digoxigenin-labeled Xp-arm probe and 20 ng/ml biotin-labeled Xq-arm probe. FITC signals of direct labeled probes were enhanced surface of the coverslip or slide the angle is 0Њ, resulting in the mini-
FIG. 2.
Confocal section through quartz glass spheres attached to a coverslip. Two types of spheres were used: Type I spheres had an overall radius of 526 nm and a FITC-labeled core with a radius of 200 nm (false colored in green). Type II spheres had an overall radius of 208 nm and a RITC-labeled core with a radius of 100 nm (false colored in red). Due to chromatic shift (see Material and Methods and Fig. 3 ) the fluorescent cores of both types appear in the same lateral plane. Touching RITC-and FITC-labeled spheres were used to evaluate the accuracy of distance measurements between differently labeled targets. Bar Å 5 mm. 
FIG. 3.
Scheme of quartz glass spheres used for evaluating the distance measurement error. (a) The axial chromatic shift was corrected by means of separate clusters of FITC-and RITC-labeled spheres. Both types of clusters were attached to the coverslip. The coverslip in the scheme is drawn as it would appear in FITC images. The chromatic aberration leads to an artificial axial shift between recorded RITC and FITC images, resulting in a gap between the RITC spheres and the coverslip from FITC images. A visualized coverslip in RITC images would be subjected to the same axial shift as the RITC spheres, and would thus not lead to a gap. Instead, due to the chromatic aberration, this RITC coverslip would run straight through the glass of the FITC spheres. With the known size of the spheres the chromatic shift can be corrected precisely for each data set. (b) After a correction for the chromatic shift, the distance vector between gravity centers of FITClabeled spheres and RITC-labeled spheres does not lie in the lateral plane. The angle between the vector and its projection onto the lateral plane is 26Њ. mal error. For the two differently sized spheres used here (see above) labeled specimen shows local variations that add to the 3D distance measurement errors in a statistical manner [18] . The error due to an angle of 26Њ was expected if both touched the glass surface and each other (Fig. 3b) . The mean measured angle was 22Њ; the maximal the chromatic shift in the x,y-plane was not considered, since this error was small (on the order of 15 nm) and thus of the same size angle was 33Њ (Fig. 4) . This indicates that the lateral component predominantly contributed to the error in the distance measure-as the geometrical variability of a given type of spheres. ments between glass spheres attached to a glass surface. The lateral Confocal laser scanning microscopy. Series of light optical seccomponent of the 3D error in these distance measurements was detions of nuclei or glass spheres were recorded with a three-channel termined individually for each color channel from clusters of touching Leica TCS 4D confocal laser scanning microscope using a Leica Plan spheres of the same size and color attached on the glass surface. The Apo 631/1.32 oil objective. To avoid bleed through of the fluorolocalization error of the intensity gravity centers of each sphere was chromes in other channels, the images at each z-position were redetermined from these lateral distance measurement errors. For a corded sequentially by exciting only one fluorochrome at any time distance measurement between two targets, the localization errors with the appropriate line of an argon-krypton laser (488, 568, and of each target contribute independently to the distance measurement 647 nm) before moving to the next z-position. The following detection error between the two targets. Thus, the lateral error of distance filters were used: bandpass 530/30, bandpass 600/30, and longpass measurement between differently labeled targets could be obtained 665. Axial chromatic shift of this setting was determined with beads by a Gaussian error progression from the localization errors for the to be 230 nm (standard deviation (SD) 60 nm) between FITC and two colors. An error of {26 nm was estimated for lateral 2D distance TRITC and 8 nm (SD 29 nm) between TRITC and Cy5 [18] . Stacks measurements between differently labeled targets. Based on the of equidistant (0.25 mm) 8-bit grayscale images (512 1 512 or 256 1 measurements of the 2D and 3D distance measurement errors and 256 pixels) were obtained with a pixel size of 0.1 mm in x-and ythe measured angles (see above and Results), an axial error of {49 direction. False colors in displayed images were chosen to resemble nm was calculated using statistical methods described elsewhere the emission spectrum of FITC (green) and TRITC (red). Cy5, which emits in the far red and is barely visible to the human eye, was [18] . The chromatic shift of a given optical system and fluorescently chromosome. If a halo of giant chromatin loops emerged from the painted core of a chromosome territory and was not distinguishable from background fluorescence, one should expect that subregional probes located along such loops should result in signals located distantly from the painted territory core. This hypothesis was tested in four-color FISH experiments in which the two X-chromosome territories in female human amniotic fluid cell nuclei were painted together with Xpter, Xqter, and Xcen specific probes (Fig. 1a) . Painted X territories were detected with TRITC, the Xpter probe with FITC, the Xqter probe with Cy5, and the Xcen probe with a combination of FITC and Cy5. Light optical serial sections of hybridized nuclei were recorded with a Leica confocal laser scanning microscope. In se- size of green and red spheres, an angle of 26Њ is expected (Fig. 3b) . However, in a cluster of spheres not all necessarily touch the subOverlays of the images of the signals with the segstrate, leading to deviations in the actual angle. Ordinate: Deviation mented territory boundaries revealed that 53 of the 55 from the expected distance (734 nm) as defined by the added radii of signals colocalized with the segmented territory. Most the two spheres in nanometers. Most measurements have a deviation signals were in direct contact with segmented territory below 50 nm from the expected value; the largest measured deviation was 80 nm.
borders (Table 1) . Only two signals were noted clearly outside the territory border, one in the immediate neighborhood, the other remote. These data indicate that entire chromosome territories can be faithfully defalse colored in blue. To compensate for differences in brightness lineated with whole chromosome paint probes of suffiand contrast in the different color channels of the overlay images displayed in the color figures, an adjustment was performed with cient complexity.
Adobe Photoshop.
Three-dimensional image analysis. In four-color FISH experi-
3D Distance Measurements between Glass Spheres
ments the roundness factor (RF) was calculated for painted X territo-
with Different Spectral Signatures Revealed
ries [3] . In each nucleus, RF values were determined for a set of
Errors below 100 nm
reasonable gray level thresholds [3, 20] and used for discrimination of the Xa and the Xi territories. The X territory with the larger RF A meaningful study of the 3D organization of chromowas accepted as Xi provided that this territory showed a larger RF some territories by FISH experiments critically devalue over the entire threshold range resulting in a mean ratio RF Xi / RF Xa ú 1.25. Other nuclei were excluded from further evaluation. The 3D coordinates of the intensity gravity centers of Xpter, Xqter, and Xcen signals were determined on a Silicon Graphics workstation The possibility was considered that painting of the X-in the territory interior without apparent connection to the territory chromosome territories would represent only the more border; peripheral: signals connected with the territory border; outside: signals remote from the territory border. compact territory core but not the entire interphase pends on both the 3D preservation of the nucleus and two adjacent spheres of different color, i.e., the added radii of the two spheres, was 734 { 15 nm (mean { the physical accuracy of 3D distance measurements between FISH signals. The precision of any 3D distance standard deviation; Fig. 3 ). In two experiments mean 3D distances of 741 { 27 and 727 { 32 nm, respectively, measurement between two points depends on the accuracy with which these two points, i.e., the intensity were obtained for 19 and 38 pairs of touching spheres (Fig. 4) . The largest deviation of an individual measuregravity centers of two FISH signals, can be localized in the three-dimensional space. In order to estimate ment from the expected value was 80 nm. The mean distance for both experiments was 732 nm with a 3D this accuracy, we performed model experiments using two types of glass microspheres with precisely known error of {31 nm.
Based on the analysis of the various factors contribdiameters and a differently labeled core with the same microscopic setting as used for the biological measure-uting to errors in 3D distance measurements (see Materials and Methods) we conclude that a maximum error ments (see Materials and Methods). The accuracy of 3D distance measurements between intensity gravity of approximately {70 nm can be expected in the case that two FISH signals are located on top of each other. centers of signals with different spectral signature was measured in clusters of tightly packed spheres (Fig. 2) . In other cases a smaller error can be expected due to the better resolution of the microscope in the x,y-plane The expected distance between the gravity centers of Xcen and Xcen-Xqter, further referred to as the telomere-centromer-telomere (TCT) angle, was also determined (Fig. 5d) . Tight telomere associations in Xi territories should result in small angles whereas larger angles in Xa territories would indicate the lack of such an association. The mean value for the TCT angle was similar for both X territories (100Њ for Xi and 83Њ for Xa). The finding that the mean angle was larger for the Xi territories is not significant due to the small sample size (Table 2) .
With the confocal laser scanning microscope available for the present studies we were able to discriminate a maximum of three different fluorochromes. Accordingly, in the four-color FISH approach described above it was necessary to apply a combinatorial probe labeling scheme in which the whole X territory was Xqter with Xcen signals (indicating a pronounced flexibility of the respective chromosome arm) or simply from a missing signal. To allow for the unequivocal discrimination of Xpter, Xcen, and Xqter signals by compared to the z-axis. It should be noted that this color even in the case that signals colocalized in a given error is independent of the distance between FISH sigcell nucleus, a three-color FISH experiment was pernals. Accordingly, the distance between two signals formed without a labeling of the territories where with different spectral signatures can be measured Xpter, Xcen, and Xqter probes were detected with three even in case that they are located at a distance well different fluorochromes (i.e., FITC, TRITC, and Cy5). below the Abbe resolution limit of a conventional far Thirty-nine nuclei with two clearly separated clusfield light microscope [18, 22] .
ters of three differently colored signals, where each cluster represented one X-chromosome, were selected 3D Distance Measurements between Xpter, Xcen, for further evaluation. Typical nuclei are shown in Fig.  and Xqter Signals Indicate a High Variability 7. For each cluster the three-dimensional positions of in the Folding of Xa and Xi Territories the signals were determined and intrachromosomal distances between Xpter, Xcen, and Xqter were calcuIf the rounder shape of the Xi territories were due to tight telomere-telomere associations, we would expect lated. These measurements revealed highly variable distances for both X territories within a range similar consistently very small distances between Xpter and Xqter signals for Xi territories in contrast to much to that obtained for the four-color experiment described above. Results are shown in Figs. 5a-5c and Table 3 . larger distances for Xa territories. This expectation was not confirmed. Following 3D reconstruction the shape As noted above the Walker model predicts a clearly bimodal distribution for Xpter-Xqter distances. Such of the territories was quantified with the help of the roundness factor (see Materials and Methods) and used a bimodal distribution was not found (Fig. 6) . When the X territories with the shorter Xpter-Xqter distance to distinguish the inactive from the active X-chromosome [3] . In the four-color FISH experiment described of the 39 nuclei were pooled, a mean of 1.9 mm was obtained (Table 4a ). In 40% of the nuclei even the above (Fig. 1) , three-dimensional distances between Xpter, Xqter, and Xcen were determined for 17 nuclei. shorter Xpter-Xqter distance was ú2 mm. In 20% of the nuclei both Xpter-Xqter distances were shorter Xpter-Xqter distances varied largely for Xa and Xi territories with a mean distance ú3 mm in both cases than 2.1 mm. A high variability was also found for TCT angle sizes (Fig. 5d) . In about 40% of the nuclei the (Figs. 5a, 6 ; Table 2 ). Similarly, the Xpter-Xcen and Xcen-Xqter distances showed a considerable variation angles in both X territories are larger than 30Њ. However, also in about 40% both angles are smaller than for active and inactive X territories (Figs. 5b, 5c ; Table  2 ). The angle at the intersection of the two lines Xpter-75Њ. In some nuclei both angles are smaller than 30Њ, in Note. Only distances between unequivocally identified signals were included (see text). SD, standard deviation; n, number of values.
others both are larger than 140Њ. When the X territories and ANT2 genes located at Xp22.3 and Xq24-q25, respectively (Dietzel et al., in preparation) . Signals for with the smaller TCT angles of the 39 nuclei were pooled a mean angle of 52Њ was obtained (Table 4b ). a number of genes located on various autosomes also colocalized with their territories with few exceptions These data further emphasize our conclusion that tight telomere-telomere associations do not play a role in [23, 24] . In all studies, the fraction of signals noted outside the painted territory was õ5%. While these maintaining the rounder shape of the Xi territories.
results do not exclude the possibility of occasional giant Chromosome Arm Painting Reveals Distinct Domains loops emerging from the surface of a painted chromofor Xp and Xq in Both X-Chromosomes of a some territory they argue against a high frequency of Nucleus such events. Data provided by Kurz et al.
[23] suggest a preferential positioning of both active and inactive A two-color chromosome arm painting of human fe-genes in the periphery of chromosome territories and male amniotic fluid cell nuclei was performed using possibly at chromosome territory surfaces. From the microdissection probes derived from the p-and q-arms experiments discussed above we conclude that the of X-chromosomes [5] . We found distinctly separated shape differences noted between Xa and Xi territories domains for both arms in both X-chromosome territor- [3] reflect differences of the entire chromosome territories (Fig. 8) as was observed for autosomes [6] . A more ies and not only of a painted territory core. pronounced intermingling of the arms in one of the two It has been demonstrated elsewhere [18] that dischromosomes was not observed.
tances between glass spheres with a fluorescent core
DISCUSSION

TABLE 4
The faithful delineation of entire X-chromosome ter- can be measured with an accuracy of õ100 nm. Here tories and of 1.5 mm in 22 normal Xi territories. Based on these data these authors proposed that a close assowe present additional evidence that distance measurements between glass spheres of different color allow ciation of the Xp and Xq telomeres enforces a bent structure of the Xi territory, while the absence of such for such accurate measurements, if a correction for chromatic aberration is performed. For distance mea-an association would result in the more extended structure of the Xa territory. Our present data do not subsurements in biological samples additional factors have to be considered. Whereas determination of the gravity stantiate this hypothesis for human female amniotic fluid cells. Nuclei in the present experiments were fixed center of a uniformly fluorescent glass sphere leads to a constant result at every intensity threshold chosen with 4% buffered formaldehyde and air drying was avoided during the entire procedure to preserve the 3D for segmentation, this is not necessarily the case for irregular shaped FISH signals. Depending on the seg-nuclear structure. These differences in the experimental procedures of Walker et al. and our group are not mentation threshold, a structure that extends only to one side of the signal and has a lower fluorescence in-likely to suffice as an explanation for the different outcome of the experiments. However, it remains an open tensity than the core might be included in the determination of the gravity center or not. In addition, a low question whether the choice of cell types and/or other parameters affected the results. We conclude from our signal-to-noise ratio might compromise the ability to test for a large number of thresholds. However, the findings that the rounder shape of Xi territories as compared to Xa territories described in amniotic fluid cell resulting error cannot be generally quantified. From our experience in segmenting FISH signals we assume nuclei [3] cannot be explained by a tight telomeretelomere association. an error below one pixel (i.e., 0.1 mm in x, y and 0.25 mm in z) for the rather dot-like signals for Xpter, Xcen, Shape and surface differences between Xa and Xi territories obviously have a more complex and still unand Xqter in the current study. We conclude that the high variability in our 3D distance measurements over known structural basis, which, in spite of the highly significant differences in the shape of Xa and Xi, allows a range of several micrometers is real and not an artifact of an insufficient microscopical resolution.
for a substantial variability in the arrangement of telomeres and centromeres of both active and inactive XThe high variability in the intrachromosomal distances of both X-chromosomes found in this study indi-chromosome territories. cates a high degree of freedom in the folding of the
